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Thankfully commercials are nearly a thing of the past (Thanks 

Netflix!) but on the rare occasion I watch something on live 

TV, I find it extremely rare to sit through an entire commercial 

break without seeing at least one ad for an insurance 

company. While they are some of the funniest commercials on 

the air, the focus seems to be on why you should buy 

insurance from them and not why you should buy insurance in 

general. I can't blame them, convincing people to buy from 

you is the purpose of advertising, after all.

Welcome!

But if you've made it this far, that means you're looking to learn 

more about why you need insurance, regardless of what 

company you purchase it from. 
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I've found that most companies offer essentially the same 

coverage options, but they differ on cost depending on how 

the insured's data fits into their pricing models.

In this short eBook, I hope to provide value to you by giving 

you inside information on some things to consider next time 

you face an insurance purchasing decision. I will tell you what 

is, in my opinion, the #1 reason insurance is a necessity for 

long-term financial stability. (Spoiler Alert: Getting your car 

fixed after an accident is NOT the #1 reason.)  

I will also tell you why state-minimum coverage is a bad deal 

for you, even though it may be the cheapest option in the 

immediate term. Lastly, I will tell you the minimum amount of 

liability coverage I recommend all my clients to carry and how 

much more you can expect to pay for it.  Enjoy!
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You're driving home from work on a Monday afternoon, traffic 

is slow, but moving at a reasonable pace. *Ding!* You've 

received a text. Being the responsible driver you are, you 

choose to ignore it, because you don't text behind the wheel. 

*Ding!* Another. This could be an emergency, you have to 

check it now. You reach down, unlock your phone and see 

that your friend sent you a meme and asked if you're still on 

for drinks later. You glance at the meme and let out a light 

chuckle then BOOM! Your Monday just got a whole lot worse. 

At the scene of the accident you notice the other driver 

appears to be hurt and is taken to the hospital by ambulance. 

A month later you are served a notice informing you that you 

are being sued for medical expenses, property damage, loss 

of income, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment, and loss of 

consortium. 

Scenario 1:
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This is every personal injury lawyer's favorite word. Because 

you caused this accident, you will be held "at fault" and, as a 

result, be held liable for any damages caused to the other 

person or their property. While you can definitely find yourself 

in a bind if you total someone else's brand new car without 

high enough coverage limits to replace it, this is small 

potatoes compared to the monetary damages you could face 

if you cause someone serious bodily injury. These damages 

could very easily add up to a life-changing amount of money. 

If you're skeptical, just google Liebeck v. McDonald's 

Restaurants. A case where a woman was awarded $640,000 

for spilling a cup of coffee in her lap. 

This brings me to the #1 reason you need insurance:

Liability!
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Scenario 1: With, Without, and Without Enough Insurance

Scenario 1 With Insurance:

Your Insurance company is made aware of the lawsuit and has 

its lawyers immediately start on your defense, at no cost to you. 

Legal fees are neither charged to you or withdrawn from your 

liability limits. The insurance company completely bears the 

cost of defense.The lawyers will then either settle the case for 

an amount not to exceed your liability limits or defend you in 

trial. If damages awarded to the plaintiff are less than or equal 

to your liability limits, the insurance company will pay all 

damages and you will go on with your life, unharmed financially. 
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Scenario 1: With, Without, and Without Enough Insurance

Scenario 1 Without Insurance:

You will have to hire an attorney to defend you in court and 

bear all of the associated legal fees yourself. If you are held 

liable you will be responsible for paying all damages awarded to 

the plaintiff. Depending on how wealthy you are and the value 

of the damages, you could possibly have to file bankruptcy and 

lose nearly all of your assets.

Scenario 1 Without Enough Insurance:

If the plaintiff is awarded damages higher than your liability 

limits, the insurance company will pay the maximum amount of 

your liability limits and you will personally be on the hook for the 

rest of the damages. Again, depending on how wealthy you are 

and the value of the damages, you could possibly have to file 

bankruptcy and lose nearly all of your assets.
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So there you have it, the #1 reason you need insurance. 

Getting your car repaired after an accident (if you have 

collision/comprehensive coverage) is a tremendous relief and 

a great investment, but the real blessing of insurance lies in 

the liability coverage. I don't know about you, but getting sued 

sounds like an absolute nightmare to me, and the fact that the 

insurance company takes care of everything if something bad 

happens makes my policy worth its weight in gold. 

The above scenario of a car wreck is one of many examples 

where you can be held liable for another person's injuries. If 

someone is injured on your property, you could be held liable, 

even if you didn't give them permission to be there. That is 

why it is important to carry adequate liability limits on your 

homeowners/renters policy as well.
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If you have a car I'm assuming you are aware that you are 

legally required to carry insurance. But is the legally required 

minimum enough to protect you financially? In my opinion, no, 

and I'll explain why below.

Tennessee Minimum Required Car Insurance 
Coverages and Limits

Bodily Injury Liability $25,000/Person $50,000/Accident

Property Damage Liability $15,000/Accident

This means that if you cause an accident, the maximum amount 

of bodily injury damages that could be paid to one person is 

$25,000. If multiple people are injured in the accident, the 

maximum amount of bodily injury damages paid to all parties 

will not exceed $50,000. On the property damage side (their 

vehicle or other property you damage) your insurance will pay 

no more than $15,000 for the damages. 
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So Why Isn't This Enough Coverage?

According to Experian, one of the big three credit scoring 

agencies, the average price of a new car in 2019 now tops over 

$34,000. So with $15,000 in property damage coverage, on 

average, you will be on the hook for $19,000 if you total a new 

vehicle. Or worse, even more, if you total a luxury vehicle like a 

Mercedes or a Range Rover. 

The bodily injury coverage can be even more daunting. 

According to the Insurance Information Institute, the average 

bodily injury claim in 2017 was $15,270. While this falls within 

the state minimum limits, that is just the average. If you are 

found responsible for an accident that causes injuries (or even 

death) to multiple people, that number could reach into the 

hundreds of thousands. 
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The reason I believe state minimum coverage is a bad deal is 

because it is only marginally less expensive than higher 

coverage limit options. To demonstrate this I ran a quote on 

my own insurance to show you the additional cost to carry my 

coverage limits vs. state minimum coverage. This quote is for 

liability insurance only. I currently carry limits of 100/300/100. 

Which is the minimum I recommend all of my clients to carry.

100/300/100 Liability Limits vs. 25/50/25 Liability Limits

I hope that I'm never in an accident that requires me to use the 

full extent of my limits but for an extra $94.73 I am getting an 

additional $325,000 of liability protection. That is why I will 

always strongly recommend against state minimum coverage.

Liability Limits for a 12-month Policy Quote

BI: $100,000/Person, $300,000/Accident | PD: $100,000/Accident $869.61
$774.88BI: $25,000/Person, $50,000/Accident | PD: $25,000/Accident
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Thank you for taking the time to read my first eBook!
I hope it provides value to you next time you face an insurance 

buying decision. This was my first eBook, but it won't be my 

last. There are mountains of inside insurance information I 

can't wait to share with everyone, but in the interest of keeping 

these brief, I will reserve the rest for another time.

Additional Cost

If you have any questions for me, or would like me to take a 

quick look at your insurance policy to make sure you are 

adequately covered and getting a good deal, you can reach 

me anytime by phone, email, or through our website.

Phone: (615) 953-7763
Email: michael@nashvilleinsuranceservices.com
Website: nashvilleinsuranceservices.com

~ Michael

Until next time


